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Neighbourhood Governance 
Notes of Greenford Broadway Ward Forum Meeting 
 
Thursday 28 February 7pm Greenford Town Hall, Ruislip Road, Greenford UB6 9QN 
Present: Cllr Harbhajan Kaur Dheer, Cllr Julian Bell, Cllr Tim Murtagh, 
Attendees:  41 attendees 

Evelyn Gloyn (EG) – Neighbourhood co-ordinator 
Mr Chris Paddock and Mr Barney Cringle – Regeneris (company commissioned to undertake Greenford Market 
evaluation) 
James Thornhill – Get Hooked on Fishing 

 Acting Sergeant Babur Aziz and PCSO Jemina Anson-Williams – Greenford Broadway Safer Neighbourhoods Team 
Sachdev Seyan and colleagues – plans for Durdans Park 

Papers available at the meeting: Budget summary sheet, Project ideas 2013/4, Envirocrime report 
      

No Note Action Point/Information 
1 Cllr Kaur Dheer welcomed everyone to the meeting.  
  

Notices 
 
 

 
Residents were reminded to fill in feedback forms provided at the meeting. 
 
You can still give us your feedback by going to www.ealing.gov.uk/wardforum 
and click on the right side link ward forum feedback survey 
 

2 Local Updates  
 Greenford Town Centre 

  
The market 
 
Mr Chris Paddock and Mr Barney Cringle of Regeneris 
Consulting, an economic and research analysis consultancy, 
explained that the council had commissioned them to undertake 
an evaluation of the Greenford market and wanted to take this 
opportunity of hearing feedback from the people at this meeting. 
 
Already aware there is a diverse range of views and their work 
will include variety of stakeholder consultations including town 
centre users, businesses and local councillors to seek a 
balanced and independent conclusion. The analysis and report 
would be produced for the end of March 2013 – the current 
planning permission for the market expires in April 2013. 
 
Evidence from other markets in London is that they make a 

 
 
Residents invited to feedback on: 
 
What are your impressions of the market? 
Is it in the right place? 
Has it created/improved Greenford’s identity? 
Has it attracted new visitors? 
Has it changed the way you use the town centre? 
 
If retained, what would you change about the market? 
Location? 
Goods on offer? 
Complementary activities and events? 
 
What else would improve Greenford? 
 
Residents, including some who own businesses in the town centre made their 

http://www.ealing.gov.uk/wardforum
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No Note Action Point/Information 
significant contribution to the London economy, by supporting 
town centre vibrancy, contribute to the visitor economy and give 
opportunities for start-ups, improve living standards by providing 
cheaper food and other benefits such as a sense of place, space 
for social interaction, less waste. 
 
Many borough managed markets are declining because of the 
age profile of traders and the lack of ‘young blood’, the need for a 
commercial focus, not regulatory one, need for capital 
investment, need for improved communication between 
stakeholders, training for manger managers and traders. 
   
 
 

comments on: 
 
A petition was being compiled by the local businesses that were not in support of 
the market because, despite being assured otherwise, market traders were 
selling similar goods to those in the shops, but without the same costly 
overheads. 
Once planning permission was granted the residents were anxious about how 
the market would be controlled. 
 
A brief show of hands showed that, for this particular audience, the majority held 
similar views. 
 
Following further discussion, Regeneris summarised that people were not 
against the idea of a market in this location, but people wanted a different type or 
quality of market. 
Some felt the market made the town too crowded; others felt it made the town 
untidy. 

 Safer Neighbourhoods Team (item not on published agenda) 
 
Acting Sergeant (ASgnt) Aziz gave Sergeant Naughton’s 
apologies and explained that he had moved to another ward, the 
team were currently made up of himself, another PC and 3 
PCSOs. 
 
Over the past few months, there had been several ‘extractions’ 
(events in London which require backfill from SNTs) 
 
ASgnt Aziz gave an update on crime figures 
 
Burglaries from Dec to Feb had gone up, as is usual over the 
Christmas period and as people often have their holiday cash in 
the house. 
 
There had also been a spate of burglaries in the estates off 
Kensington Road/A40 and Costons Lane during the day. People 
arrive in vehicles off A40, gain access to the back of premises, 
break in through double glazing as people out at work all day, 
pick up jewellery and cash, but not play stations or laptops. 
 
These are being tackled through deterrent actions - high visibility 
patrolling and giving leaflets to people in the affected areas, 
advising them to double lock doors, keep their cash in the bank 

 
 
 
 
 
 
One resident remarked that there had once been a 28% rise in council tax which 
was supposed to help keep a visible police officer presence in the ward. 
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and jewellery safe, putting up posters on lampposts. The team 
have already noted the activity has died down a bit. 
 
There have been a few motor vehicle crimes on the Greenford 
Road and Ruislip Road 
 
There are on-going problems with people sleeping in the alley 
behind the jewellers in Greenford Broadway but the SNT is 
working with the safer communities team and St Mungo’s to 
resolve it. 

 
 
Resident asked if there was much activity in the shop car parks such as Lidl but 
PC Aziz assured everyone that this is not an issue. 
 
Residents reported concerns about Marina Court – the entrance doors need 
repairing which would help the SNT who give out leaflets telling residents not to 
keep the doors open. 
 
Residents also asked about use of CCTV in this vicinity 
 
Cllrs undertook to liaise with housing to get the entrance doors sorted and 
look into CCTV use. 
 
Residents asked about bike patrols. PCSO Anson – Williams advised that the 
current bikes are beyond repair and that officers have to go on specific training 
before they can use them, but there has not been any training offered for some 
time. 
 
Residents asked if the ward can buy the team some bikes. 
 
Cllr Bell undertook to look into this further. 
 
Cllr Kaur Dheer asked residents to join her in giving a vote of thanks to the hard 
work and wish him well in his new team. 
 
Cllr Kaur Dheer noted with dismay that under the London Mayor’s leadership 
Ealing, Greenford and Southall stations would all be closing, leaving Acton 
Station as the only 24 hour station. 
 
ASgt Aziz and PCSO Anson-Williams left. 
 
To report to the Safer Neighbourhood Team 020 8721 2916, or 101 
 

 Greenford Town Centre continued 
 
Controlled Parking Zone 
 
Cllr Bell advised residents that since the demise of Tescos the 
council had been asked to reconsider introducing a CPZ on both 
sides of the Broadway. This was approved by Cabinet early this 
month and over the next few months a scheme will be developed 

 
 
 
 
Residents who live in front of Greenford depot remarked that they have to 
compete with workers who go into the depot.  
Residents asked if parking was open in front of Cardinal Wiseman School during 
the week and if the site where there used to be a scout hut in the depot could be 
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further for future consultation. 
 
 
Traffic lights 
 
Cllr Bell advised residents that the timing of the lights had been 
adjusted by TfL and he would welcome people’s feedback over 
the coming months. 
 

used- it looks as if there would be enough space for about 16 cars. 
 
Cllr Bell said he thinks this was raised before but would check again 
 
Residents requested that the white lines be repainted around the Tescos area 
and that the signs to the car parks need to be improved.  
 
Residents asked about introducing stop and shop bays in the Broadway – this 
could be looked at if a CPZ is supported. 
 
Resident asked about a stop and ship bay outside 122 Ruislip Road as people 
leave their cars there all day and catch a bus. 
 
Cllr Bell said he’d visit the location at the weekend 

 Community First Panel 
 
Cllr Murtagh reminded residents that the Greenford Broadway 
Community First Panel was in essence a source of funding for 
local initiatives; community groups were invited to submit their 
ideas for up to £2,500. 
 
Projects that had been funded included youth activities at Grand 
Union Village and Get Hooked on Fishing’s taster sessions 
 

 
For information on how to apply for funds go to  
 
http://greenfordbroadwaywar.wix.com/communities-first-panel 

 Rectory Park Regeneration 
 
Cllr Bell had attended the demolition event the day before and 
was pleased that the regeneration has finally started. It had taken 
10 years to get to this point and he commended Mr John 
Hopkins’ leadership and the residents for their patience and 
perseverance to drive things through.   
 

 

3 Northala Fields  
 

 James Thornhill of Get Hooked on Fishing gave some 
background on Get Hooked on Fishing; it had been started up in 
Newcastle by a policeman who had a passion for angling and 
wanted to find some activity to engage youth and linked the two 
things together by taking some of them fishing. It teaches them 
about the natural environment and gives them some positive 
activity. 
 

 
 
Residents were pleased to hear about the recent success and were also 
supportive of helping to fund an apprentice 
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He started at Northala in September 2012 working with children 
at risk of exclusion and engaged them in a supported safe zone. 
 
Since August he has been running taster sessions and will start 
these again when the weather improves in March. This has 
already resulted in over 200 young people having a go so far. He 
has links to a local angling club and 28 of these have gone on to 
buy a rod and licence. 
 
He’s also been working with the British disable angling 
association; one person he’s been working with recently is nearly 
totally blind but still able to fish. 
 
He is currently thinking how to build sustainability into the project 
and now wants to take on an apprentice – he’s got them a place 
to study at Sparsholt College in Hampshire and is seeking 
funding for their apprenticeship for 1 year. 
  

4 Ravenor Park . 
 

 Footpaths - a plan of paths to be renovated id published 
separately 
 
Paving of sections 1 and 2 are the ones being started this year 
as soon as weather improves this spring (as there is £25k 
allocated to this) and parks are putting together a boroughwide 5 
year investment plan that means that over the next 3 years 
sections 1- 4 will be completed. 
 
Cllr Murtagh advised that the ward forum could make a 
contribution towards the costs in this financial year then this 
would allow sections 1 to 4 to be completed in 2 years instead of 
3, although he would prefer the service to pay for it. 
 

 
 
 

 Green Flag application  
 The Green Flag Award scheme is the benchmark national 

standard for parks and green spaces in England and Wales. It 
was first launched in 1996 to recognise and reward the best 
green spaces in the country. 
 
Since 2009, the Green Flag Award scheme has been managed 
by a new consortium, comprising Keep Britain Tidy, the British 
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Trust for Conservation Volunteers (BTCV) and GreenSpace. 
 
There are 8 criteria on which the applications are judged: 
 
• how to create a sense that people are positively welcomed into 
a green space; 
• how best to ensure that the site is a safe and healthy 
environment; 
• what people can expect to find in the way of standards of 
cleanliness, facilities and maintenance; 
• how a green space can be managed in environmentally 
sensitive ways; 
• the value of conservation and care of historic heritage; 
• ways of encouraging community involvement; 
• methods of promoting or marketing a site; and 
• how to reflect all the above in a coherent and accessible 
management plan, statement or strategy. 
 
Applications are submitted in Jan each year and the judging is 
carried out by a peer group of judges who bring together a range 
of different expertise. The results are usually given in late 
spring/early summer. [Most judges are drawn from local 
authorities or the wider green space sector] 
 
The Parks Service had one park in 2012 [Northala Fields], and 
for 2013 they identified 9 other parks in Ealing – those that had 
the most potential to achieve the necessary criteria set out by 
Green Flag: 
 
Acton Cemetery 
Acton Park 
Brent Lodge Park and Churchfields 
Bramley Gardens 
King George's 
North Acton Playing Fields 
Northala Fields (2012) 
Pitshanger Park 
Ravenor Park 
Southall Manor House Grounds 
 

5 0BWard Forum Project Updates  
 

 
Residents affected by the antisocial behaviour in the alleyway behind the 
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See project summary sheet. 
 
 

jewellers on The Broadway expressed anger at how long the process was taking 
and how the consultation had been conducted – some residents had had to pay 
to post back their consultation reply. 
 
E Gloyn advised residents that since the land is private the council has a policy 
about how to conduct the consultation – there will be 3 independent rounds, a 
month apart. The first round had gone out in January. Providing no objections 
are received, the gates will be put up, at the earliest, in April. The gates will not 
be lockable. However, they will be installed so that the owners of the land are 
able to upgrade the gates to have an entry system in the future if they want to 
organise it and can finance it themselves.   
 
Cllr Bell said he’d look into what had happened with the consultation to 
ensure it didn’t happen again. 
 
Residents wryly remarked that the Age Concern signs were now redundant. 
 
Cllrs advised that they had been shocked to learn that Age Concern had gone. 
 
One of the residents advised that also affiliated to Age Concern England, Age 
Concern Northolt was independent and there had been some problems with how 
the service was being managed – there was no treasurer and no committee 
 
It was noted that the premises were still in use for the councillors’ surgeries.  
 
It was further noted that the fall out, in the region of 150 people were affected, 
had put tremendous pressure on RISE Ealing. 
 
It was suggested that the council waive the rent, but Cllr Bell said the rent wasn’t 
the issue 
 
Will it still be used as a polling station? 
 

 Project ideas 2013-14 published separately 
 

Cllr Bell noted that following the successful Armistice Day the Royal British 
Legion had asked if the paved area could be extended using York stone. 
However, bearing in mind the site is used once a year and the parks services 
was anxious about the loss of green space for the rest of the year, he would look 
into putting in some grasscrete surfacing. 
 
Resident raised a new argument in support of putting in yellow lines in Costons 
Avenue because the road narrows at the bend so only one car can pass through 
at one time and the cars get stuck. 
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Cllr Bell advised that officers do not support the request; their full response is on 
the ideas sheet. This matter is now closed. 
 

6 Any other topics   
 
 
 

 
Residents raised concerns that Enterprise operatives see to be parking up in 
groups of 3 for 2 hours or more on Smiths Farm. 
 
Cllr Bell advised there is an electronic tracking system so this can be 
investigated. 
 
Residents requested that the operatives be more thoughtful, for example not 
emptying bags in the middle of drives or unnecessarily blocking roads 
 
 
Rectory Park(by the community centre) recycling bins have not been emptied for 
8 weeks 
 
Crews every week are different – why can’t they stay the same? 
 
Members of the Ramgharia Social Club came to talk about their plans for the 
Southall Cricket Club in Durdans Park – plans to put in a new cricket pavilion 
and associated facilties. The entrance is in Adrienne Avenue, which is currently 
only an access road, and there is another entrance in Balmoral Drive (for 
maintenance). The site has been designed around the need to preserve the 
existing tree line. 
 
There would be 10 strips, the building would be 2storeys, with changing facilities 
on one side and studio/treatment rooms on the other, to be built in sections as 
funds become available. 
 
People asked about parking on the site. The council have said three is the 
minimum, they have planned for 6 with another area to be gravelled for 
additional parking. The project is expected to cost around £900,000 and they 
have already got access to £300,000 from one source and believe they can get 
a further £150,000 from Sport England. They are seeking other sources of 
funding. 
 
One of the critical elements would be to have a pitch set by August this year 
ready for 2014 cricket season and they’d like to hold a community event to raise 
more awareness of the project. They hope to put in a planning application in the 
next few months. 
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 Cllr Bell advised that the NW London NHS have chosen to close 
the four local A&E departments, but will provide a primary care 
service at the Ealing Hospital site. 
 
The council is still opposed to this and is to be reviewed at the 
Health and Adult Social Services Scrutiny Panel on 4 March. 
 
The council wishes to task an independent reconfiguration panel 
to review it and refer the decision to the Secretary of State for 
Health. This process will take 3-4 months before they make a 
decision and there will be a parliamentary recess – probably first 
few weeks in September. 
 
It will be discussed at the next cabinet in March or April to decide 
how to take legal action – such as a judicial review. 
 
There are several dates to get involved: 
 
Saturday 27 April join the local demonstrations - 
Southall Park to Ealing starts at 11am 
Acton Park to Ealing starts at 12 noon 
Both culminating at Ealing Common or Haven Green for a rally 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Residents were assured that although things are being discussed, Ealing 
hospital will not close for the next 5 years – but the number of beds would  
reduce 

 1BDates of future meetings:  
 
2BWednesday 19 June in the Greenford Hall 
Tuesday 8 October and Wednesday 26 February 2014  
(venues to be confirmed) 
 

The meeting ended at 9:25 
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